Countless Options. One Platform.
Leveraging Control and Visibility to Maximize Growth

Overview
Xvoucher. The centralized, virtual hub for buying, selling,
consuming and tracking resources in the learning landscape.
Xvoucher Learning Exchange provides a neutral, flexible and secure platform to efficiently
transact business. Leveraging the power of a diverse learning ecosystem, Xvoucher
connects training, certification and continuing education providers on
one customer centric hub.
Our comprehensive SaaS platform provides visibility across the entire learning exchange.
The Xvoucher platform is made up of four roles.
Sponsors define the learning products. Channel Resellers bundle and sell the products.
Customers buy and distribute the products to the Candidates, who use the products.

At Xvoucher, our mission is to provide the opportunities for
learning that empower growth in people and business.
sales@xvoucher.com | 612-200-1785 | info.xvoucher.com

Your Solution. One Platform
A customer centric model that leverages versatility, management and visibility for
every role in the learning ecosystem.
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Single Ecommerce platform
Centralized purchasing and distribution hub
Integration into any Learning Management System
Seamless integration to one centralized platform
Voucher and license management
In-depth product tracking and control
Visibility across your entire learning ecosystem
Savings of time and money for all roles in the ecosystem
Simplified financial reconciliation

Benefits for Revenue Generation Roles

Benefits for Purchase and Consumption Roles

Sponsor and Channel

Customer and Candidate

Build scalable B2B solution
Create customer stickiness
Identify trends to expand reach
Increase margins through bundling
Create branded marketplace
Consolidate reporting
Add unlimited suppliers and partners
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Centralized purchasing and redemption hub
Learning options tailored to needs
Distribution ease: direct and mass assign products
Event and promotion management
Multiple learning products on one platform
Compliance assurance
Budget management

Company Statement
Xvoucher is an unparalleled, robust learning exchange platform providing a secure, centralized hub for
professional development and certification. Initially established as a consulting organization in 2003, our partners
and customers include Microsoft, Facebook, HP, CompTIA, Pearson VUE, Global Knowledge and the U.S.
Department of Defense. Over 500,000 candidates in 136 countries used the Xvoucher platform in 2018.

